Your future in software engineering is with...

NCR in Torrey Pines, San Diego

Consider all the advantages and your choice grows clear. Challenging projects. The best in development tools. Supportive, concerned management. Planned career paths. If you have a BS or MSCS degree or equivalent, and three or more years related experience, we may have a unique opportunity for you.

High-level Programming Language Development

Project Leader for Compiler Sourcing Group to assist in vendor selection and participation in compiler development.

Senior Programmer Analyst for Integration Test Group to serve as interface to development groups. Requires programming experience in high level languages and prior experience as Project Leader.

Programmer Analyst to develop and support COBOL compiler and runtime support package for MC68000 UNIX™ based system.

Programmer Analyst to maintain, port and design, and code new features for a BASIC interpreter. Familiarity with PASCAL, or UNIX™.

Communications Network Software Development

Programmer Analyst openings at various levels are available to participate in the development and evolution of a systems interconnect architecture. Experience required in systems design, data communications, DBMS, and technical documentation. PASCAL language experience required, plus experience desirable in COBOL and C language.

System Programmers to design and develop SNA and Communications Network Management Software for NCR/IBM mixed networks. Experience required in communications software development, using languages such as PASCAL and C.

Business UNIX™ Systems Development

Programmer Analyst to design and implement operating systems software. Experience in UNIX™ required; Kernel internals or communications experience desirable.

Quality Assurance

Programmer Analysts to plan and conduct QA certification activities on various software products. Must be familiar with software test procedures and documentations of test results.

We offer an excellent salary and benefits, plus opportunities for advancement.

If you have the right qualifications and seek an interesting position in a dynamic company, find out what NCR can do for you!

Send your resume to: Russ Angel, Personnel Resources, NCR Corporation, Systems Engineering — Torrey Pines, 11010 Torreyana Road, San Diego, CA 92121.
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TM UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories